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7 wonders duel expansion 2

NEWS '7 Wonders Duel: Agora Expansion' by Repos Productions Posted by Jeffrey Dohm-Sanchez on December 15, 2020 @ 8:08 pm CT Asmodee USA will release 7 Wonderland Duel: Agora Expansion in January 2021. This new 7 Wonders Duel expansion revolves around decisions taken in the Senate that keep civilization moving forward, just as conspirators seek to wield
power for their own interests. Players will try to use the senators' influence to advance the development of their seats. The aim of this expansion is for players to benefit from favorable Senate decrees or to use conspirators to tilt the scales in their favor. The game box comes with a Senate board, 24 Impact Cubes (12 bronze and 12 silver), 13 senator cards (7 politicians and 6
conspirators), 2 Wonder cards, 16 conspiracy cards, 16 ordinance chips, 2 Progress tokens, 4 military tokens, a score pad, a Player Aid card, and rules. It will retail for $24.99. Asmodee USA has previously announced Armada, cities and leaders expansion for 7 Wonderland New Edition (see Repos Productions expands to '7 Wonders'). To discuss this article and view comments,
you must be an ICv2 Pro subscriber. Sign up now or sign in. MORE GAMES OTHER NEWS FOR USA January 15, 2021 Luma Imports has acquired exclusive English-language distribution rights to games for Belgian board game label Sit Down! for usa © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Win the biggest impact contest in ancient history with Agora, the latest extension
for 7 Wonders Duel. Publisher Repos Production shared the first details of the game for the upcoming board game expansion with Dicebreaker, revealing that 7 Wonders Duel: Agora will provide players with another path to victory through senator cards. Agora will include a new board called the Senate, which consists of six separate chambers that give players benefits once they
seize the area. Players can get a Senate chamber by getting senator cards. Should any player successfully take control of a majority of the Senate chambers then they will automatically win the game. Repos stressed that the Agora extension is still in development, so these game details and mechanics may still be subject to change before release. To view this content, enable
cookie targeting. 7 Wonders Duel is a board game for two players that has the original 7 wonders and tightens the focus of the game to fit the smaller player count. Each move, instead of players taking out hand cards - as in 7 wonders - they take from a shared display of face-up and facedown cards in the middle. Cards in 7 Wonders Duel provide players with resources that they
can use to build one of the seven wonders. Miracles offer useful advantages that help players get closer to fulfilling one of the three conditions of victory; Players can win either by advancing their military marker on their opponent's capital – by giving more military cards – by obtaining six scientific card symbols, or simply by simply Play on most points. 7 Wonderland Duel was co-
designed by Antoine Bauza - creator of the original 7 wonders and party board game Hanabi - and Bruno Cathala, who designed the family board game Kingdomimo. A picture posted by Repos Production on Facebook showing two designers playing expansion means that Agora can also be designed by Bauza and Cathala. 7 Wonderland Duel: Agora is due to be released later
this year at the board game convention by Essen Spiel, scheduled to be held in Germany from October 22 to 25, 2020. Page 2 Decisions are taken in the halls of the Senate that shape the fate of civilisation... and in the dark corridors of the same halls, conspirators work to promote their own interests. This new 7 Wonders Duel expansion emphasizes senators and their impact on
the development of your cities. Each competitor will seek to control this influence in order to benefit from favourable decrees or to invite conspirators to try to change the situation. • The agora expansion adds a new Senate council, two new miracles, two new progress tokens, and a new type of immediate state victory: control of the Senate. • Increased replayability thanks to new
senator and fence cards that multiply players' strategic options. • Simple rules that enrich 7 Wonders Duel without slowing down the flow of the game. • Extension compatible with 7 Wonders Duel Pantheon 2011 Board Game 7 Wonders2nd Edition (2020) box cover 7 WondersDesigner(s)Antoine BauzaPublisher (s)Belgium: Repos ProductionGre Ecece: ΚιισσσαPlayers2 to 7Setup
time5 minutesPlaying time30 minutesRandom chancemedium 7 Wonders is a board game created by Antoine Bauza in 2010 and originally published by Repos Production in Belgium. 7 Wonders is a card designing game that is played using three decks of cards featuring depiction of ancient civilizations, military conflicts and business activities. The game is highly prized, is one of
the highest rated games on the board games discussion website BoardGameGeek. [1] 7 Wonders has won more than 30 game awards, including the inaugural Kennerspiel des Jahres Connoisseurs' Award in 2011. [2] The game has been cited by leading designers as one of the most influential board games of the last decade. [3] Gameplay 7 Wonders is a dedicated card game on
board that contains ancient civilizations. At the beginning of the game, each player randomly receives a gameboard called wonder board. Each board displays one of the Antipater original Sidon seven wonders of the ancient world. Players place cards representing different materials and structures around their Wonder Boards. The plates are double-sided; Miracles on page A are
generally easier to build, while those on side B provide more interesting benefits. [4] 7 Wonders are played over three ages, known in the game as Age I, II and III, each using their own decks of cards. At any age, each player is randomly dealt seven cards. The game uses a card-designing mechanic, in which once in a Each player selects the card to play from his hand, and then
hands over the remaining cards (face down) to the next player. This process is repeated until five of the seven cards are played. At this point, each player must decide to play one of their remaining two cards and throw away the other. Each age card is a structure, and playing a card is referred to as building a structure. To create a structure, the player must first pay the cost of
construction, in coins or in one or more of the seven types of resources, then fix it his or her Wonder board. A player who does not have resources available can pay their direct neighbours to use their resources, usually for two coins per resource, if available. Instead of building a structure, the player can decide to either dispose of the Age card to get three coins out of the bank,
or use the card to build a stage of his miracle. Wonder boards have from two to four stages, displayed at the bottom of the board. To create a miraculous stage, the player must pay the cost of the resources shown on the stage, then put the age card under the miraculous plates in the appropriate place. There are seven types of age cards, representing different types of structures,
which are determined by the color of their background: Red cards (military structures) contain shield symbols; These are added together to give the player the military power that is used in resolving conflicts at the end of each age. Yellow cards (business structures) have several effects: they can award coins, resources and/or victory points or reduce the cost of buying resources
from neighbors. Green cards (scientific structures): each card has one of three symbols. Symbol combinations are worth the winning points. Blue cards (civic structures [incorrectly translated as civilian in the rules of the game]): all provide a fixed number of winning points. Brown cards (raw materials) provide one or two of the four sources of raw materials used in the game (wood,
walnut, clay brick and stone). Grey cards (manufactured goods) provide one of three manufactured goods used in the game (glass, papyrus and textiles). Purple cards (guilds) generally provide winning points based on the structures that the player and/or his neighbors have built. Brown and gray cards appear only on decks I and II. purple cards appear only in the Age III deck. At
the end of each age, military conflicts are resolved between neighbours. This is done by comparing the number of shield symbols on the players' red cards and awarding the winning points accordingly. Once all three decks have been played, players match their scores in all different developed areas (civilian, scientific, commercial, etc.). The player with the most winning points
wins. In the basic game there are seven means to earn winning points:[5] Military victory – One point for each victory (with the most shields) during the first age, 3 for the second age and 5 for the third age. Each defeat makes a player lose 1 winning point Age. Gold coins – one point for every 3 coins the player owns at the end of the game. Wonder Stages – Many of the wonder
stages provide a fixed number of winning points. Civic structures (blue cards) – Each structure provides a fixed number of winning points. Business structures (yellow cards) – Age III business structures provide winning points based on certain structures that the player has built. Guilds (purple cards) - Guilds provide several means to earn winning points, most of which are based
on the types of structure a player and/or his/her neighbors have built. Scientific structures (green cards) – Each green card is wearing a symbol – tablet, compass or gear. One card type awards one winning point, but two cards provide four; the number of points awarded shall be equal to the number of symbols owned for the second. In addition, each set of tablets, compass, and
device obsessively costs 7 points. Expansion 7 Wonders: Leaders (2011) This expansion introduces white-backed leader cards that can be recruited to help city players. The 36 leader cards are based on real historical figures, some of whom are well-known, such as Caesar and Midas, others less so. There is a brief biography of each leader in a set of rules. Playing with
Expansion Leaders changes the game mechanic, as the second thing he did in the game after selecting the wonder board is to pick the leaders. Four high cards are handed out to each player and the cards are drafted. At the beginning of each age, players can accept one leader, pay his coin costs and put into play. To offset these additional costs, with expansion leaders, players
start with six coins instead of three. As with age cards, instead of recruiting a leader, the player may decide to get rid of the card to get three coins or build a Wonder stage with it. Leaders provide a variety of abilities, including additional means to earn winning points, resources or coins, reducing resource costs, business benefits, additional shields and scientific symbols. For
example, caesar card awards two shields and Midas awards one additional winning point for three coins held at the end of the game. The expansion comes with four additional guild cards and one extra Wonder board - the Colosseum of Rome, which, appropriately enough, grants skills related to the new leader of the card. 7 Wonders: Cities (August 2012) Cities expansion
introduces nine city cards (with a black background) on each of the Age card decks. The number of city cards that are shuffled into a deck of each age is equal to the number of players. This means that each age now consists of seven playing cards. City cards can have quite an impact on gameplay because many of them are stronger but expensive versions of existing cards; For
example, the Age III Contingent card provides five shields as opposed to three that provide age III red cards. The cards also introduce some new concepts, such as diplomacy, which allows the player to avoid Conflict for one age, and cash losses that force a player's opponent to either pay coins to the bank or lose winning points if they can't or won't pay. Adding city cards will take
the total number of cards playable at any age to 56. This means that eight-player games - or team games with four teams of two - are possible. In a team game, partners can see each other's cards and discuss which ones to play, and the effect of diplomacy is adjusted. The Cities extension also includes three new guild cards, six leader cards and two wonder boards: Hagia
Sophia of Byzantium and Al Khazneh Petra. Many of these new additions have city-specific capabilities or new concepts introduced. 7 Wonderland: Wonder Pack (May 2013) This expansion adds four wonder boards: Abu Simbel, The Great Wall of China, Stonehenge, and Manneken Pis of Brussels (the creators' home city). All four offer new abilities. 7 Wonders: Babel (December
2014) Babel consists of two extensions that can be added separately or together. The first expansion is the Tower of Babel, where players can choose to build a tower. By omting a card, players can place a tile on a tower that affects the game (for example, taxing the construction of miracles or providing a cash bonus for building certain cards) until the next tile is placed on them.
Players score points for the number of tiles they play. The second expansion is The Big Babel Projects. A building of a certain color comes into play. Whenever a player plays a card of the same color, he/she can decide to pay the cost of participating in the Building of the Grand Project. If the project succeeds, all the players who participated will receive a reward, and non-
participants will get nothing. If the project fails, participants will receive nothing and there will be a penalty for the participants. 7 Wonders: Leaders Anniversary Pack &amp; Cities Anniversary Pack (2017) These extensions add new Leaders cards and new Cities cards with new effects. 7 wonders: Armada (October 2018) Armada adds a naval board for each player and four ships:
red, blue, yellow and green. When playing a card of one of these colors, players can pay an additional cost for the deposit of the respective ship along the board. Advancing each ship provides different bonuses: the red ship confers naval power, which is compared to all players at the end of age, not only neighbors; yellow ship provides money; the blue ship awards the winning
points; A green boat allows players to discover islands that provide additional bonuses. Promotional Wonders of Manneken Pis (Published in SPIEL in October 2010 and later included in wonder pack)[6] Catan (Published in SPIEL in October 2011)[7][8] Siracusa (Published in SPIEL in October 2018; requires Armada)[9] Promotional leader card Stevie (2011) (depicts Stevie
Wonder) Louis (2012) (depicts Louis Armstrong) Esteban (2012) (depicts the designer's newborn son) Wil (2014) (depicts Wil Wheaton) Nimrod (2014) (also requires 7 wonders) (also requires 7 wonders : Spinoff game 7 Wonders: Duel (October 2015) 7 Wonders: Duel is a two player version 7 wonders in which players take turns working out from the overlapping pyramid of cards.
[10] The game version for iOS and Android was released by Repos Digital in 2019. [11] 7 Wonders: Duel – Pantheon (October 2016) Expansion to 7 wonders: Duel added new abilities to the game through the rotating pantheon of gods, as well as two new wonders. [12] 7 Wonders: Duel – Promotional Wonders of Messe Essen (2015) Statue of Liberty (2016) Stonehenge (2017)
Sagrada Familia (2018) Honors 2010 Tric Trac Nominee[20 10 Tric Trac Nominee[12] 13] 2011 As d'Or – Jeu de l'Année Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Board Game Artwork/Presentation Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Card Game Candidate[13] ] 2011 Golden Ge Best Family Board Games Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Innovative Board Games
Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Party Board Games Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Strategy Board Game Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Strategy Board Games Nominee[13] 2011 2011 GouDen Ludo Nominee[13] 2011 Gra Roku Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011 Guldbrikken Best Adult Gaming Nominee[13] 2011 Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011
International Gamers Awards – General Strategy; Multi-player Nominee[13] 2011 Japan Boardgame Prize Voters' Selection Nominee[13] 2011 JoTa Best Artwork Nominee[13] 2011 JoTa Best Card Game Nominee[1]3] 2011 JoTa Best Light Board Game Candidate[13] 2011 Juego del Año Tico Nominee[13] 2011 Lucca Games Best Boardgame Nominee[13] 2011 Nederlandse
Spellenprijs Candidate[13] 2011 Spiel des Jahres Kennerspiel Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011 Vuoden Peli Adult Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011 Boardgames Australia Awards Best International Game Nominee[13] 2012 Boardgames Australia Awards Best International Game Nominee[13] Awards This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (November
2020) 2011 Vuoden Aikuistenpeli (Finland), Adult Match of the Year, Winner. [14] References ^ Board board games. Board game Geek. April 2014. ^ 7 wonders. October 2016. ^ Hall, Charlie (November 17, 2019). The most influential board games of the decade, according to top designers. Polygon. November 20, 2019. ^ Bauza, Antoine. 7 Wonderland Rulebook and Scorecard.
Repos Production, 2010, p. 9. ^ Bauza, Antoine. 7 Wonderland Rulebook and Scorecard. Repos Production, 2010, p. 6. ^ 7 wonders: Manneken Pis. September 24, 2012. ^ Kulkmann G@mebox – SPIEL 2011 in Essen / Germany. September 24, 2012. ^ 7 Wonderland: Catan Island. September 24, 2012. ^ 7 wonders: Siracusa. November 2018. ^ Heavy rotation: Board games we
played this summer. Ars Technica. 30 September 2019. ^ Law, Keith (December 23, 2019). The 8 best board game apps of 2019. Ars Technica. December 26, 2019. ^ Krause, Daniel (October 16, 2016). 7 Wonderland Duel - Phanteon Erweiterung wird veröffentlicht. Brettspiel News. December 30, 2019. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u in w x Wonders. December 2013. ^
Vuoden pelit 2011 valittu. Suomen leluyhdistys ry. November 30, 2011. [permanent dead link] External links Official Site 7 Wonderland on BoardGameGeek Prednone Kennerspiel des Jahres2011 RelievedVillage obtained from 22011 board game 7 Wonders2Nd Edition (2,020) box cover 7 WondersDesigner(s)Antoine BauzaPublisher(s)Belgium:Repos ProductionGreece:
ΚιισσαPlayers2 to 7Setup time5 minutesPlaying time30 minutesRandom chancemedium 7 Wonders is a board game created by Antoine Bauza in 2010 and originally published by Repos Production in Belgium. 7 Wonders is a card designing game that is played using three decks of cards featuring depiction of ancient civilizations, military conflicts and business activities. The game
is highly prized, is one of the highest rated games on the board games discussion website BoardGameGeek. [1] 7 Wonders has won more than 30 game awards, including the inaugural Kennerspiel des Jahres Connoisseurs' Award in 2011. [2] The game has been cited by leading designers as one of the most influential board games of the last decade. [3] Gameplay 7 Wonders is
a dedicated card game on board that contains ancient civilizations. At the beginning of the game, each player randomly receives a gameboard called wonder board. Each board displays one of the Antipater original Sidon seven wonders of the ancient world. Players place cards representing different materials and structures around their Wonder Boards. The plates are double-
sided; Miracles on page A are generally easier to build, while those on side B provide more interesting benefits. [4] 7 Wonders are played over three ages, known in the game as Age I, II and III, each using their own decks of cards. At any age, each player is randomly dealt seven cards. The game uses a card-designing mechanic in which once an hour, each player selects the
card to play out of hand, then hands over the remaining cards (face down) to the next player. This process is repeated until five of the seven cards are played. At this point, each player must decide to play one of their remaining two cards and throw away the other. Each age card is a structure, and playing a card is referred to as building a structure. To create a structure, the
player must first pay the cost of construction, in coins or in one or more of the seven types of resources, then fix it his or her Wonder board. A player who does not have resources available can pay their direct neighbours to use their resources, usually for two coins per resource, if available. Instead of building a structure, the player can decide to either dispose of the Age card to
get three coins out of the bank, or use the card to build a stage of his miracle. Wonder boards have from two to four stages, displayed at the bottom of the board. To create a miraculous stage, the player must pay the cost of resources on stage, then put the age card under the miraculous plates in the appropriate place. There are seven types of age cards, representing different
types of structures, which are determined by the color of their background: Red cards (military structures) contain shield symbols; These are added together to give the player the military power that is used in resolving conflicts at the end of each age. Yellow cards (business structures) have several effects: they can award coins, resources and/or victory points or reduce the cost of
buying resources from neighbors. Green cards (scientific structures): each card has one of three symbols. Symbol combinations are worth the winning points. Blue cards (civic structures [incorrectly translated as civilian in the rules of the game]): all provide a fixed number of winning points. Brown cards (raw materials) provide one or two of the four sources of raw materials used in
the game (wood, walnut, clay brick and stone). Grey cards (manufactured goods) provide one of three manufactured goods used in the game (glass, papyrus and textiles). Purple cards (guilds) generally provide winning points based on the structures that the player and/or his neighbors have built. Brown and gray cards appear only on decks I and II. purple cards appear only in the
Age III deck. At the end of each age, military conflicts are resolved between neighbours. This is done by comparing the number of shield symbols on the players' red cards and awarding the winning points accordingly. Once all three decks have been played, players match their scores in all different developed areas (civilian, scientific, commercial, etc.). The player with the most
winning points wins. In the basic game there are seven means to earn winning points:[5] Military victory – One point for each victory (with the most shields) during the first age, 3 for the second age and 5 for the third age. Each defeat makes a player lose 1 winning point regardless of age. Gold coins – one point for every 3 coins the player owns at the end of the game. Wonder
Stages – Many of the wonder stages provide a fixed number of winning points. Civic structures (blue cards) – Each structure provides a fixed number of winning points. Business structures (yellow cards) – Age III business structures provide winning points based on certain structures that the player has built. Guilds (purple cards) - Guilds provide several means to earn winning
points, most of which are based on the types of structure a player and/or his/her neighbors have built. Scientific structures (green cards) – Each green card is wearing a symbol – tablet, compass or gear. One card type awards one winning point, but two cards provide four; the number of points awarded shall be equal to the number of symbols owned for the second. In addition,
each set of tablets, compass, and device obsessively costs 7 points. Expansion of 7 Wonders: Leaders (2011) This expansion introduces white-backed leader cards that can be to help the player of the city. The 36 leader cards are based on real historical figures, some of whom are well-known, such as Caesar and Midas, others less so. There is a brief biography of each leader in
a set of rules. Playing with Expansion Leaders changes the game mechanic, as the second thing he did in the game after selecting the wonder board is to pick the leaders. Four high cards are handed out to each player and the cards are drafted. At the beginning of each age, players can accept one leader, pay his coin costs and put into play. To offset these additional costs, with
expansion leaders, players start with six coins instead of three. As with age cards, instead of recruiting a leader, the player may decide to get rid of the card to get three coins or build a Wonder stage with it. Leaders provide a variety of abilities, including additional means to earn winning points, resources or coins, reducing resource costs, business benefits, additional shields and
scientific symbols. For example, caesar card awards two shields and Midas awards one additional winning point for three coins held at the end of the game. The expansion comes with four additional guild cards and one extra Wonder board - the Colosseum of Rome, which, appropriately enough, grants skills related to the new leader of the card. 7 Wonders: Cities (August 2012)
Cities expansion introduces nine city cards (with a black background) on each of the Age card decks. The number of city cards that are shuffled into a deck of each age is equal to the number of players. This means that each age now consists of seven playing cards. City cards can have quite an impact on gameplay because many of them are stronger but expensive versions of
existing cards; For example, the Age III Contingent card provides five shields as opposed to three that provide age III red cards. The cards also introduce some new concepts, such as diplomacy that allows a player to avoid military conflict for one age, and cash losses that force a player's opponent to either pay coins to the bank or lose winning points if they can't or won't pay.
Adding city cards will take the total number of cards playable at any age to 56. This means that eight-player games - or team games with four teams of two - are possible. In a team game, partners can see each other's cards and discuss which ones to play, and the effect of diplomacy is adjusted. The Cities extension also includes three new guild cards, six leader cards and two
wonder boards: Hagia Sophia of Byzantium and Al Khazneh Petra. Many of these new additions have city-specific capabilities or new concepts introduced. 7 Wonderland: Wonder Pack (May 2013) This expansion adds four wonder boards: Abu Simbel, The Great Wall of China, Stonehenge, and Manneken Pis of Brussels (the creators' home city). All four offer new abilities. 7
Wonders: Babel (December 2014) Babel consists of two expansions that can be individually or jointly. The first expansion is the Tower of Babel, where players can choose to build a tower. By omting a card, players can place a tile on a tower that affects the game (for example, taxing the construction of miracles or providing a cash bonus for building certain cards) until the next tile
is placed on them. Players score points for the number of tiles they play. The second expansion is The Big Babel Projects. A building of a certain color comes into play. Whenever a player plays a card of the same color, he/she can decide to pay the cost of participating in the Building of the Grand Project. If the project succeeds, all the players who participated will receive a
reward, and non-participants will get nothing. If the project fails, participants will receive nothing and there will be a penalty for the participants. 7 Wonders: Leaders Anniversary Pack &amp; Cities Anniversary Pack (2017) These extensions add new Leaders cards and new Cities cards with new effects. 7 wonders: Armada (October 2018) Armada adds a naval board for each
player and four ships: red, blue, yellow and green. When playing a card of one of these colors, players can pay an additional cost for the deposit of the respective ship along the board. Advancing each ship provides different bonuses: the red ship confers naval power, which is compared to all players at the end of age, not only neighbors; yellow ship provides money; the blue ship
awards the winning points; A green boat allows players to discover islands that provide additional bonuses. Promotional Wonders of Manneken Pis (Released in SPIEL in October 2010 and later included in wonder pack)[6] Catan (Released in SPIEL in October 2011)[7][8] Siracusa (Released in SPIEL in October 2018; requires Armada)[9] Promotional leader card Stevie (2011)
(depicted by Stevie Wonder) Louis (2012) ) (2012) (2012) depicts Louis Armstrong) Esteban (2012) (depicts the designer's newborn son) Wil (2014) (depicts Wil Wheaton) Nimrod (2014) (also requires 7 wonders: Babel) Spinoff game 7 Wonders: Duel (October 2015) 7 Wonders: Duel is a singles version 7 wonders, In which players take turns working out from the overlapping
pyramid of cards. [10] The game version for iOS and Android was released by Repos Digital in 2019. [11] 7 Wonders: Duel – Pantheon (October 2016) Expansion to 7 wonders: Duel added new abilities to the game through the rotating pantheon of gods, as well as two new wonders. [12] 7 Wonders: Duel – Promotional Wonders of Messe Essen (2015) Statue of Liberty (2016)
Stonehenge (2017) Sagrada Familia (2018) Honor 2010 Tric Trac Nominee[13] 2011 As d'Or – Jeu de l'Année Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Work of Art/Presentation Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Card Game Candidate[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Family Board Games Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Innovative Board Game Nominee[13] 201 1 Golden
Geek Best Party Board Game Nominee[13] 2011 Golden Geek Best Strategy Board Game Nominee[13] 2011 Gouden Ludo Nominee[13] 2011 Gra Roku Game of the Year 2011 Guldbrikken Best Adult Game Candidate[13] 2011 Game of the Year Nominee[13] International Player Awards 2011 – General Strategy; Multi-player Nominee[13] 2011 Japan Boardgame Prize Voters'
Selection Nominee[13] 2011 JoTa Best Artwork Nominee[13] 2011 JoTa Best Card Game Nominee[1]3] 2011 JoTa Best Light Board Game Candidate[13] 2011 Juego del Año Tico Nominee[13] 2011 Lucca Games Best Boardgame Nominee[13] 2011 Nederlandse Spellenprijs Candidate[13] 2011 Spiel des Jahres Kennerspiel Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011 Vuoden Peli
Adult Game of the Year Nominee[13] 2011 Boardgames Australia Awards Best International Game Nominee[13] 2012 Boardgames Australia Awards Best International Game Nominee[13] Awards This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (November 2020) 2011 Vuoden Aikuistenpeli (Finland), Adult Match of the Year, Winner. [14] References ^ Board board
games. Board game Geek. April 2014. ^ 7 wonders. October 2016. ^ Hall, Charlie (November 17, 2019). The most influential board games of the decade, according to top designers. Polygon. November 20, 2019. ^ Bauza, Antoine. 7 Wonderland Rulebook and Scorecard. Repos Production, 2010, p. 9. ^ Bauza, Antoine. 7 Wonderland Rulebook and Scorecard. Repos Production,
2010, p. 6. ^ 7 wonders: Manneken Pis. September 24, 2012. ^ Kulkmann G@mebox – SPIEL 2011 in Essen / Germany. September 24, 2012. ^ 7 Wonderland: Catan Island. September 24, 2012. ^ 7 wonders: Siracusa. November 2018. ^ Heavy rotation: Board games we played this summer. Ars Technica. 30 September 2019. ^ Law, Keith (December 23, 2019). The 8 best board
game apps of 2019. Ars Technica. December 26, 2019. ^ Krause, Daniel (October 16, 2016). 7 Wonderland Duel - Phanteon Erweiterung wird veröffentlicht. Brettspiel News. December 30, 2019. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t in w x 7 Wonderland. December 2013. ^ Vuoden pelit 2011 valittu. Suomen leluyhdistys ry. November 30, 2011. [permanent dead link] External links
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